Patterns of metabolic activity in cytoarchitectural area SII and surrounding cortical fields of the monkey.
The pattern of [14C]2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) labeling evoked by tactile stimuli was determined in cerebral cortical cytoarchitectural area SII and the fields that surround it (including area 7b, the retroinsular field (Ri), and the granular insular region (Ig) for a series of nine monkeys (macaca fascicularis). In all animals and for all tactile stimuli, the cortical labeling most frequently occurred in the form of patchlike aggregates of metabolically active neurons. Individual patches typically included laminae II-V, were most densely labeled in the central layers, and possessed limited tangential width. Analysis of the relations between patches of label in adjacent sections revealed that the metabolically active neurons form three-dimensional aggregates (termed modules or strips), which can extend for several millimeters. It is hypothesized that these metabolic modules may correspond to information-processing units within the cerebral cortex. Two-dimensional reconstructions of the 2-DG label in the hemispheres ipsilateral and contralateral to the somatic stimuli reveal that the strips of high metabolic activity are interspersed with regions of substantially less activity. In all cortical regions examined in this study, the strips were oriented roughly from anterior to posterior. Systematic changes in the place of the somatic stimulus led to systematic changes in the cortical location of the strips of metabolic label. Conversely, animals subjected to nearly identical tactile stimuli produced very similar patterns of metabolic activity. Comparison of the distribution of metabolic activity in area SII of the hemispheres ipsilateral and contralateral to the stimulus demonstrated that although the amount of labeling in SII ipsilateral to the stimulus was typically less than that present in SII of the contralateral hemisphere, it was both substantial and topographically highly organized. The labeling in the cytoarchitectural zones surrounding SII (i.e., 7b, Ri, and Ig), although clearly stimulus related, occupied extensively overlapping regions in all experiments even though the body regions stimulated were in widely different locations. As a result, a relative lack of topographical organization within these cortical fields is indicated.